
Department of the Interior Airport Directory Landing Site Worksheet 

Please provide the following information about the landing site you are requesting added to the DOI 
Airport Directory.  Submit this request to your RAM/SAM for evaluation.  Please include the following 
information: 

Date 

        Duty Station      

 Site Coordinates (DD MM.mm) 

 Slope 

       Surface Type  

  Width   Orientation  

  Width    Orientation  

 Maintained (Y/N)   Yes          No      

Required information: 

Requesting Pilot’s Name 

Agency, RAM/SAM 

Site Name 

Elevation  

Surface Condition 

Primary Landing Site Length  

Secondary Landing Site Length  

Attended (Y/N)  Yes          No      

Point of Contact for Site Conditions 

Frequency of Use  

PPE Recommendation and Justification 

Anticipated Seasonality of Use   

Anticipated Inspection Frequency   

Other Information  



Obstacle description (enter description of obstacle as it relates to the landing site and landing direction)   
    Approach          Departure  
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Surface 
Approach  Departure 

Aerial 
Approach   Departure 


	Approach_Image_1_af_image: 
	Approach_Image_2_af_image: 
	Departure_Image_1_af_image: 
	Departure_Image_2_af_image: 
	Obstacle_2: 
	Obstacle_1: 
	Obstacle_3: 4x4 trail incursions. 
	Obstacle_4: 
	Obstacle_5: 
	Obstacle_6: 
	Other_Information: Read the Alaska FAA flight supplement for Dahl Creek. PODC (DCK). Notes: The western end prior to ramp taxiway is sloped up to rest of runway and this is likely due to that portion being a bit soft. Larger aircraft may not want to touch down on this area when saturated. The East end of runway is hard and threshold is solid. The wind sock is unreliable. Expect some willow shoots in the ramp area that are over 2' tall. Runway surface is generally good and smooth. There is an area where a 4x4 trail crosses and then uses the western ~3/4 of the runway. Be mindful of this trail crossing, and potential for incursions. GCI cell service barely works from nearby Kobuk village. Otherwise the runway is unobstructed. Runway was rolled near full length with Cub on bushwheels and found to be smooth and in good condition. 
	Anticipated_Inspection_Frequency: ~1 month. 
	Anticipated_Seasonality_of_Use: Summer wheels. winter on skis. 
	PPE_Recommendation_and_Justification: None special use. Normal Point to Point. 
	Frequency_of-Use: 1-7 times a month
	Point_of_Contact_for_Site_Conditions: Adam Babock, Nick Thompson
	Secondary_Landing_Site_Orientation: 
	Secondary_Landing_Site_Width: n/a
	Secondary_Landing_Site_Length: n/a
	Primary_Landing_Site_Length: 4780'
	Primary_Landing_Site_Width: 75'
	Primary_Landing_Site_Orientation: 08 and 26
	Surface_Condition: good
	Surface_Type: gravel, small, normal ak village rnwy.
	Elevation: 260'
	Slope: level
	Site_Name: Dahl Creek
	Site_Coordinates: N66d53.14'; W162d32.40'
	Duty_Station: Eagle, AK
	Agency_RAM/SAM: Lynn Ellis/Adam Babcock
	Requesting_Pilots_Name: Nick Thompson
	Date: 5/29/24
	Attended: No
	Maintained: No


